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In late 2016 the United State was in a dilemma. It had to choose between Hillary Clinton and
Donald Trump for president; two of the most disliked candidates in US history. It was like choosing
between Hitler and Mussolini. How could you choose?
However, it was not all bad news that year. A Caltech scientist found a new high energy particle
which he named the “Universe” particle which in conjunction with other sub atomic particles allowed
people to visit the future by entering alternative universes. Because all these alternative universes were
not in sequence with our timeline the future could be observed through that Universe’s situation.
The author of this article wanted to see the result of a Clinton and a Trump presidency on the
country and the world so he traveled to two separate alternative universes to see what happened.
So I traveled to CERN in Switzerland to a special chamber they built to allow acceleration of
particles to create the new Universe particle which allowed travel to other Universes. Probes were sent
out first to determine which was the appropriate alternate Universe for the Trump presidency. Then I
was strapped into the chamber and was sent off. It was a discomforting feeling going through
dimensions to other universes. I landed in Switzerland of that Universe.
Then first thing I did was to get onto the internet to see the state of this world. I noted that I
had landed in the middle of the 4th year of Trump’s presidency. A worldwide recession was on because
of the trade wars that started when Trump raised all the tariffs on imports. The rest of the world
reciprocated and the resulting trade war had reduced trade by 70%.
To observe the presidency better, I traveled to the USA. Everywhere I went in the USA I saw
banners saying “Make America Great Again”. I went to Texas to inspect the border wall between the US
and Mexico. It was quite impressive, 12 feet high and 4 feet thick with barbed wire on the top.
However, there were several holes in the wall. Evidently the Mexican drug cartels had blown up the
wall to facilitate their drug traffic. Also there was a running range war going on between Mexican
Americans who thought they were being discriminated against and the INS. Protests about this were
going on throughout the country. I spoke to some Hispanics and they equated Trump with Hitler.
I went to New York to visit the United Nations and get their opinion of the USA under Trump.

The Allies did not like Trumps demanding money from them for the US Military protection.
“It is like the Mafia’s protection racket!” they said.
Because of that most of the Allies declined Trump’s offer and the following resultant actions
occurred:








China invaded Taiwan
North Korea shot missiles at Japan
North Korea invaded South Korea
Russia invaded Ukraine again
Iran invaded Iraq and Syria to supposedly stop ISIS
US & Russia signed a non-aggression pact like Hitler & Stalin did in 1939
US & Russia both reneged on the pact and called each other the “evil Empire”

After observing all this I decided to see the other side of the coin. I again went to Cern in
Switzerland to get in the chamber again; this time to go to the Clinton Presidency alternative universe.
This time I then traveled to Washington DC so I could see close hand the result of Clinton’s presidency.
I had landed in the fourth year of the Clinton regime. After speaking to Congressional leaders I heard
that Clinton had nearly bankrupted the US by fully implementing Obama-care. To pay for it they had to
cancel Social Security and Medicare.
This greatly hurt the economy and since the US’s and China’s economies had suffered, it lead to
a worldwide depression. Senior Citizens were in the streets protesting like young people had done
during the Vietnam War. Because of this Clinton got very paranoid quite similar to Nixon during the
1970’s. Political expression was curtailed and as in Canada people were not allowed to freely
speak non-politically correct ideas (so-called “hate speech” against any group or the government).
Clinton’s nominee for the Supreme Court was approved and they approved abortions through
day of birth and the right to sue anyone if anything not politically correct was said against them. All
obscenity laws were overturned. The Bible was not allowed to be read in public or to be put into
libraries because it contained “Hate Speech” against Gays. Christians and other groups were then
registered for possible future sentencing to concentration camps for being enemies of the state.
After observing Clinton’s version of Orwell’s 1984 I returned to my own time and Universe.
I contemplated what I saw in both Universes and did not like what I saw. I then decided to go to another
alternate universe where neither Clinton or Trump existed.

